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Tom Wolf at tom@aces.net.au or Mike Kelly at mikelly118@gmail.com

The ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING of SMSC
will be held on Sunday, 1 August 2021 at 6:30pm

at Wests Ashfield, 115 Liverpool Rd, Ashfield.

The AGM will be followed by a “Trash & Treasure” sale of items
that are surplus to Members’ needs and time permitting there will
also be a short S&T after that.
At the AGM all positions on the Executive will become vacant.
Applications will be by volunteering for the following positions:
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Committee Members
**************************************************

ENDEAVOUR GROUP S&T MEETINGS

The next Endeavour Group meeting will be at the home of Ralph
Hannaford on Saturday, 10 July 2021 from 10am to 12 noon
If you wish to come along and need details of the address, please
contact Ralph by email to <ralph.hannaford@clrv.org.au> or by
phone on 0414236913
Members and visitors are encouraged to bring projects for discussion. We cater for all standards of modelling, all are welcome
********************************************************

PLEASE NOTE THAT THERE WILL BE NO ENDEAVOUR GROUP
MEETING IN SEPTEMBER (TO ALLOW MEMBERS TO RECOVER
FROM THE “EXPO SEASON”). The next Endeavour Group meeting
will be hosted by Harry Goedings in Katoomba in November

EXPO 2021

IS HAPPENING!
It will now be held at

WESTS ASHFIELD,

115 Liverpool Road, Ashfield
on 28 and 29 August
All members, members of
fellow modelling Clubs and independent modellers are
invited to exhibit maritime and related models.
Contact Michael Bennett by email
<mjbennett@ozemail.com.au>or on 0411545770
CANBERRA EXPO 2021

The Canberra Club have invited SMSC members to their 2021 Expo to be
held at the Mount Rogers School on 18-19 September 2021.
For more information please contact: Peter Hateley 0401 670 829(m) or by
email to <hpeter@webone.com.au> or contact Bob Evans 6226 8957, or by
email to <rjeaevans@bigpond.com>.

SYDNEY SCALE MODEL EXPO 2021

The Sydney Scale Model Show is set for Saturday, 4th September at
the St.Marys RSL Club, Hall St St.Marys. Entry for the competitions will be from 10.00 am till 12.30 For more information please contact:
www.sydneyscalemodelshow.net or <sydneyscalemodelshow@gmail.com>

CLARENDON CLASSIC MACHINERY, TRUCK & HOBBY
SHOW 2021

18-19 September at the Hawkesbury Showground, Clarendon.
We have reserved 2 tables, for more info or to register interest please contact Alan
Bideleux 0409220544 or by email at <abideleux@gmail.com>
This event conflicts with the Canberra Expo, SMSC encourages its members to attend Canberra, but if you are unable to do so, this event is closer to home

PORT MACQUARIE MODEL BOAT EXPO 2021
IS CANCELLED FOR 2021, SEE YOU IN 2022

Optimistically, the weekend of 9-10 July, 2022 has been booked, in
the hope that we will be able to resume exhibiting. For any other enquiries, please stay in touch with David Connolly by email <devils4detail@gmail.com>.

HUBERTUS MODEL BOAT CLUB

Our friends at the Hubertus Model Boat Club will be joining us at our
EXPO in August. If they decide to hold their own Show at a later time,
we will certainly let our readers know.
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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK

I sincerely hope that I am not jinxing it, but with the last issue (Issue 56-May’21), I was
an extremely delighted Editor. In case you didn’t notice, instead of a small scattering
of articles from members among all the reports that are written by me, there were in
fact 5 members who contributed a number of major articles for print (and some members contributed more than one), and I must say that they all were EXCELLENT!.
I am happy to say that this issue is even better due to the member contributions making for
fantastic reading and I thank all those who contributed. I hope that this enthusiasm will continue to make Chatterbox the leading newsletter of its kind.

Tom

LETTER FROM HUBERTUS CLUB

In Issue #56 we remarked that we had not heard from our friends at the Hubertus Model Boat Club for a very long time and do not know how they have survived the pandemic. We received a letter that indicated that the Hubertus Model Club is open on Sundays for all model Watercraft, large and small, quick and slow.
Every Wednesday there is competitive sailing of DF95 class yachts, with over 20 yachts
racing. Three of every four Saturdays are given to larger racing yachts, with the first Saturday given over to “Navy Arvo”, which really means it is for “grey” boats.
Once or twice a month Task Force 72 have an open Sunday, which is very popular. Visitors from your or any other boat club are welcome to join us on a Sunday.
The Club currently has over 100 active members, but no final decision has been made to
hold any Shows.
We are informed that the Hubertus Club will be well represented at our forthcoming EXPO on
August 28-29 at Wests Ashfield.

MICHAEL’S
SKETCHBOOK

While most of us will take a photo
with our cameras or telephones, Michael
Bennett invariably carries a little sketchbook
in case he sees something that takes his
fancy.
We have previously seen Michael’s sketches, this is the latest offering.:
On a visit to the Brisbane Maritime Museum
in July 1997 he found “Happy ll”.
One of the smallest boats to sail across the
Pacific Ocean, from East Coast of Canada
to Mooloolaba via Panama Canal, Happy
II was forfeited by its Canadian owner to
Australian Customs for failure to pay a
$2,000 bond to cover import duties.
Eventually it was donated to the Museum.
The voyage is fantastic and the subsequent
intrigues make interesting reading.
It is suggested that this is a bit of trivia that
our readers may wish to pursue on their
computers
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ENDEAVOUR GROUP S&T
CHERRYBROOK, 8 MAY 2021

Report by Tom Wolf and Mike Kelly, photos by Mike Kelly
Held on the Mother’s Day weekend, the Endeavour Group meeting at Mike Barton’s
home had a great turnout. The meeting was postponed from an earlier date to allow for renovations to be completed and we had 10 members and spouses attend.
First to present was Evert van Oeveren who had brought along a
quantity of Shellac that he had purchased but needed guidance in
its use. Advice given by the members who had previously used it
included that dissolving the shellac (which is the resin of bugs) and
thinning it was with methylated spirits, and that to apply it you used
a brush to apply a thicker coat and a cloth for a thinner one. The
use of a sanding sealer was also discussed especially for use on
decks. A warning was given on the self-combustibles capacity of
some chemicals (particularly linseed oil but also including methylated spirits) and how to avoid accidents with them. Evert had purchased Shellac as it was recommended by Modellers Central for the
kit of the Duyfken that Evert is building.
Next, Tony Merriott
brought along his
Artesania
Latina
“Endeavour Longboat” which is progressing slowly as
Tony is attending on
some medical treatment. We wish Tony
a speedy and total
recovery. Tony has
made some of the
oars and hooks.
Stephen Smith’s Modellers Central “Mermaid” is progressing well, Stephen has worked
around the issues that some other members building this model have struck with the rudder,
resorting to the use of a micro-meter to gauge the thickness of the stern post, he shaved 1.5
mm off the original kit and made the rudder 1.5 mm thicker, it is now lined up nicely and able to
move side-to-side, but it did need some adjusting! A reminder was given to make allowance for
first and second planking and instead of using individual gudgeon pins use a single rod
through the pintles. A drawing of the taffrail in Lieut. King’s book (his contemporaneous record
of Australia’s circumnavigation in the Mermaid) is rounded and higher, on this kit it is low and
square.

cont. p.5
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cont. from p.4

A very small portion of Mike Kelly’s collection of books were displayed, this time particularly 2 books Pierhead Painters and
Reuban Chappell are full of naïve ship portraits which can be used to make a ship in a
bottle, Mike has used these books because
of the simplicity of the rigging and colour
schemes of the paintings, with fantastic
drawings/photos (both black+white and coloured) of ships under sail, the books also
feature steam coasters. Reuban Chappell is credited with at least 10,000 ship portraits.
Our host, Mike Barton
put his part-built Modellers Central “Krait” on
display. With the ongoing renovations he has
had little time to do
much modelling, but the
first layer of planking is
just about complete.
Michael mentioned the different thicknesses of this planking. The MV
Krait is a wooden-hulled vessel famous for its use during WW II by the “Z
Force” Special Unit during a very successful raid against Japanese ships
anchored in Singapore Harbour. The original Krait is on display at the
Australian National Maritime Museum in Darling Harbour. The exploits of
the Z Force were so secret that they only became known decades after
WWll.
Tom Wolf brought
along his almost
complete Billings
“Bluenose
ll”.
Tom
purchased
the embryo of the
kit from Leon Griffiths about 5 years
ago at the Trash &
Treasure sale and
has used the construction as “time
filler” between other builds. A short history of Bluenose II was given by Tom, apart from the
modern lifeboats and radar it is a replica of the original Bluenose. The brass mounts on the
plinth are spindles from the inside of a couple of taps that have been turned on a lathe (don’t
throw anything out).
During the meeting Tom went on to demonstrate how to coil
rigging cord (both coiled on the deck and coils that hang off
the belaying pins), this has been written up in previous Chatterbox articles but the demonstration attracted a lot of attention.
There was general discussion about forthcoming events before we all settled in for some coffee/tea and biscuits. We
thank Mike for hosting the meeting.
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NORTHERN CHAPTER MEETING at
Summerland Point, 22 May 2021

Report by Tom Wolf, photos by Sandy and Tom Wolf
The 4th meeting of the Northern Chapter was held at the home of Nanette and Trevor Duxbury who opened their home to 6 Northern Chapter modellers, as well as 3 visitors
from Sydney, plus some spouses, for an incredibly entertaining S&T.

Michael Bennett started the discussion with his miniature 1:600
“HMS Sirius”. The model is well advanced with work now being
done to the shrouds.
Evert van Oeveren has
completed the build of
the model of “Mercator”,
a Belgian training ship
now tied up in Oostend.
Evert had all kinds of difficulties with this project
but was greatly assisted
by Michael Butcher who
has previously built 2 of this very model. Of the greatest assistance was the advice Michael
gave to Evert for the vertical planking of the transom and the stern
David Pacey brought along his
base plate and keel of “HMS
Elizabeth” and the discussion
followed about using plans,
CAD programs and some of the
problems about what to do if
things don’t match up perfectly.

David also brought along the book “The
Rogers Collection of Dockyard Models
at the US Naval Academy Museum” (Volume 2) by Grant H Walker
which depicts how highly decorated this
model will be when completed.

cont. p.7
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cont. from p. 6
John Greenwood heard about the Club’s activities at the Heritage Walk and came along to experience our S&T.

John brought along a part-built Artesania Latina “Le Hussard”, an American revenue Cutter.
Many favourable observations were made by those attending and John was given answers to all
his questions.
Michael Butcher has been building the American privateer
“Rattlesnake”, a Mamoli model, for some time now. Michael encountered issues regarding installing cannons too early during the
build and has lost 2 of the cannons inside the model, so discussion
followed about one of the many ways that may resolve the issue.

The model is at the stage of
rigging the ratlines and the
spars and the rest of the rigging will soon follow. When
this model is finished it will
feature as a Special Issue of Chatterbox for all to see the photographic record of the complete
build.
Peter Rea and
Ron Thomas
told the meeting
of the success
of the Heritage
Walk which will
likely cement it
as a permanent
event in the
Central Coast
calendar.
Peter and Ron
gave particular
thanks to SMSC for their support over the years; the contribution and support of Trevor
Duxbury and the generous donation of 5 models by Ralph Hannaford.
A model of the “Norfolk”, one of Ralph’s models, was brought along for display, it is fixed into a
travelling display box and featured prominently during the Walk. This model is part of the Australian Historical Ships series of kit models made by Modellers Central.
cont. p.8
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cont. from p.7
Trevor Duxbury, our host, has been building his Mantua kit “Amerigo Vespucci” for some
time, his modelling time has been interrupted by recent renovations to his home. This was further complicated by the fact that the model’s portholes had tarnished with age and had to be
renewed one at a time before installation, a very tiresome and time consuming exercise.

The model looks just great!
Tom Wolf brought along his recently finished Billings
“Bluenose ll” and explained the history of the original
“Bluenose” and the later replica “Bluenose ll”. Tom still has to
instal the Canadian “Maple leaf” flag on the model before it is
exhibited at the EXPO in August.
Just as a diversion Tom also brought along his attempts at
making a ship in a bottle. The cautionary message from Tom
to those who want to
give this a try is to plan
very carefully the locating (and drilling holes)
for the cord/s that will
be used to pull the
model upright.
Tom explained that he
is now on version 4 of
the ship because he
kept destroying the
model by trying to drill
after all the rigging was in place (the drill chewed up all
the rigging he had completed)
During the course of the meeting there was discussion on how deadeyes are to face (the single
hole at the top and at the bottom), and more importantly the significance of ensuring that the
location of deadeyes (and any shrouds and rigging) should not be near or over the gunports
before it is too late to change the location.. Three people at the table gave stories of their experiences, and regrettably this logical element of any build is not brought to the attention of novice modellers until it is too late.
This fantastic meeting came to an end with a huge vote of thanks to Nannette and Trevor for
their gracious hospitality and for providing lunch to those attending.
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SMSC CLUB MEETING S&T
at Wests Ashfield, 6 June 2021

Report by Mike Kelly, photos by Mike Kelly, Sandy and Tom Wolf
The S&T followed on from the Club Committee meeting and was attended by16
members and spouses.
First to show was Mike Kelly
who brought three ships plans to
the meeting. The “Titanic”,
“Carpathia “ and “Californian”
plans were copied from Miniature Merchant ships by John
Bowen and then resized on a
photocopier to approximately
1:600 scale.
Mike has shaped the hulls of the
three ships and hopes to put
them in a 4 litre Johnnie Walker
whiskey bottle int time for the
August Expo.
Various methods of how to form and handle sails
were discussed by members to assist Ralph Hannaford on how to fix and billow the sails on the
model of the “Supply” that he has taken on commission. To fix, a continuous stitch, individual
stitch and cut, connecting with hoops to yards and
masts were all discussed. Using a stretch board,
plasticine mould and drinks bottle to shape the
sails and then applying starch, a weak solution of
PVA glue, hairspray and wire to shape the sails
were also discussed, but in the end members
agreed trial and error was the way to go.
Piotr Kolaczkowski showed a beautiful model of the
17th century Spanish bomb ketch “La Candalaria”.

He wants to put four anchors on the model, the kit only comes with two. Tom Wolf explained
how to make a mould and cast the extra two anchors in metal, using one of the existing anchors as a pattern. The other alternatives were to buy four anchors the same and keep the two
kit ones for a later project. It was pointed out kit anchors are not always the right scale. Michael
Bennett offered Piotr a copy of the RN table of anchors, which gives the dimension and
weights of anchors for each class of ship. The pros and cons of 3D printing were also discussed.
cont. p.10
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cont. from p.9
Modellers Central’s model of the
“Mermaid was next to be shown by
Stephen Smith. He has decided on
a rounded transom. Square or
rounded transom was discussed,
the differences between kits and
instructions and the real thing.
Whether to put gun ports, vents or
wash-ports on the model? Dach
Hall explained that in the book there
is no mention of canons in the inventory, only small arms. Stephen
also showed there was a website with an article on transoms. Stephen was delighted to report
that the rudder lined up dead centre of the hole he had drilled in the deck.
Finally, Tom Wolf brought along
the “bow section HMS Victory”
he had purchased from Richard
Keyes at one of our Club meetings about 4 years ago to demonstrate different coppering methods
(the copper tiles provided with the
kit being installed on the starboard side and copper tape
marked with a pounce wheel on
the port side). Richard has informed Tom that he prefers the
scale and quality of the tape method but Tom indicated that he prefers the commercially made
tiles and that he will now strip the model’s port side and instal the commercial copper tiles. Another demonstration of how one models to please one’s own taste.
After the meeting many of the participants attended for dinner at the Club.
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THE 4 VILLAGES SHIPBUILDERS’ HERITAGE WALK,

Kincumber (NSW Central Coast) - 2nd May 2021

The organising of this year's "4 Villages - Shipbuilders’ Heritage Walk" was a stop-go affair due
to Covid and Central Coast Council’s financial debacle causing it to be placed in the hands of
an Administrator. As a result, all community grants have been suspended including the funding
that was being counted on by the organisers.
Since the 2020 event had to be Covid cancelled, it was felt that another year without running
the event would well and truly lose the momentum generated with the successful events of the
previous years. Therefore, the Rotary Club of Kincumber decided to entirely fund this year’s
event which ended up being an even bigger event, with increased involvement by local community and schools, including classic cars and a big red double decker bus as one of the shuttle busses.
As in previous years, the Sydney Model
Shipbuilders Club was again invited to attend, but were notified too late to put on a
concerted display of the Club's models.
The display was outdoors under cover of a
canvas awning, with the participants walking past the display tables.
The “Walk” celebrates the historical significance of the local region as being the centre of major shipbuilding operations in the
1800’s

One bright light was that Trevor Duxbury
(one of our members who lives on the Central Coast), took it upon himself to display
models and promote our forthcoming EXPO.
He managed to fill two tables as shown in
the photos with an excellent display of ship
modelling skills. The weather was fabulous
so the turnout was good.

Trevor sought "Expressions of Interest" for
SMSC membership and got 3 contacts that
may have long-term benefits for the Club.
Of interest, there was an enquiry from a lady who has a model she thinks might be
late 19th century vintage made out of stamp
paper! If any of our members or readers
has information about this kind of modelling
we would be grateful if you would let us
know.
Thank you Trevor for your assistance to
the Club and for promoting this fabulous
hobby
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Donation of Model Ships by
Ralph Hannaford to the
History and Heritage, Hunter to
Hawkesbury Research Centre

During last year’s lock down, SMSC held a ZOOM meeting in which member Peter Rea expressed his desires to establish a museum of shipbuilding on the Central Coast (North of Sydney) with the intention of showing the exceptionally large shipbuilding industry that had produced many ships in that region.
On the other hand, Ralph had five model
ships from the Australian Series, kits made
by Modellers Central, and needed some
space to finish others that he had (it is well
known that in his dockyard Ralph has
around fourteen hulls of different ships waiting to be finished).
Ralph loves making the models and obtains
many hours of quality time in perfecting the
skills needed, so he decided to make room
in his dockyard and to allow many others to
enjoy looking at the different models.
He decided to give the five ships to Peter
Rea in perpetuity for his museum.
A Memorandum of Understanding was composed and signed by both parties.

The
models
of
the
Brig
“Perseverance” and the Ketch “Mary
Byrne” were delivered on the 15th August 2020.

In about late March 2021, the Cutter
“Mermaid”;
the
Sloop
“Norfolk” and the “Schooner for
Port Jackson” were readied for
transport and were picked up from
Ralph by Peter Rea and his wife.
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OVERCOMING ISSUES OF THE
CONTOURED STERN OF MODELS OF
STEEL SHIPS (eg. “MERCATOR”)

Report and photos by Evert van Oeveren (edited by Tom Wolf)
In the Club meetings I have often referred to the fact that I had to use vertical planking in the
construction of the model of the “Mercator”, a model that I have just completed.
The model is that of a Belgian training sailing ship built
in 1932, the model is from a kit by Mantua. From the
outset I wish to thank Michael Butcher and Tom Wolf
whose assistance and advice was vital and without
whom I would still be trying to work out how to overcome those things of which I have no experience. Michael also built a kit “Mercator” (in fact he has built 2 of
them) and the packaging, contents of the kit and its
instructions have changed over the years).
Whenever I mention the words “vertical planking”, I get
a response, everything form “what’s that” to a blank
expression.
Most timber modellers make models of period ships
where the transom is usually flat (or almost flat) across the stern of the ship, but what do you
do when the stern is curved and contoured? Bending timber planks may be difficult, if not impossible without breaking the wooden strips. As the wooden planks will be filled so as to create
the image of the hull being made of steel, the initial appearance of the hull allows for vertical
planking to be used.
I also wish to stress that
the Mantua model kit I
purchased required the
build to be made with a
single layer of planking,
but had I known that the
single planking was going
to be so challenging in
obtaining the curved
stern, I would have used
double planking in the
first place. Also, the instructions did not refer to “vertical planking”
and the photos in the Instruction Manual ware difficult to decipher.

Back to the subject of vertical planking. The photos taken by me during the course
of construction show the various stages of the vertical
planking method. To obtain
the true profile, I used a
number of layers of wood
fillers.(Timbermate).
I continued to smooth out the hull, using 180 and then 240 grit sandpaper. I repeated this process several times to achieve a smooth
finish..
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HEIGHT AND SHAPE OF THE
TRANSOM OF “MERMAID”

by Stephen Smith
This has been a topic at many recent meetings, the views remain split. Those going to finish a kit model as per instructions have continued to finish the model accordingly,
those who have opted for historical accuracy have made alterations to the kit design.
The dilemma is illustrated as follows:
Photo 1
Photo 1 shows the relevant page from the instruction manual, alongside is a model completed to the instructions. (It
is of course possible that the kit maker went the course of
making the kit easier to build for beginner/intermediate
modellers rather than having them build a difficult contoured curved transom).
Photo 2

Photo 2a

Photo 2 and 2a are that of a model of the Mermaid owned by the Silentworld Foundation (a
not-for-profit organisation with a focus on supporting and promoting Australasian maritime
archaeology, history, culture and heritage.).
This model has a slightly curved transom.

Photo 3

Photo 3 is that of a painting titled
“Colonial Cutter Mermaid off Port
Jackson” owned by the Silentworld
Foundation. Interestingly, the ship’s
boat is shown in a cradle and not in
a davit on the back in Photo 3a.
Photo 4a

Photo 3a

Photo 4 is of the model of the Mermaid built by Richard
Keyes and donated to the Australian National Maritime
Museum, and again, the ship’s boat is shown (on close
inspection) dangling from the davit in Photo 4a.
Photo 4
Dach Hall (who is a very practical sailor having almost
circumnavigated the Earth in the 48ft schooner “Landfall
ll”) observed at one of our meetings that without the
curved shape of the transom giving protection from the
weather the helmsman would be constantly drenched,
and secondly (and relevantly) that any ship’s boat hanging on a davit across the stern would be carried away in
foul weather. Dach has accordingly displayed his ship’s boat on the deck.
As for myself, I am of the view that it clear to see the height transom in my model as built according to the instructions is too low to attach davit and gunwale pieces as shown in the plan.
Thus, I cut a new piece of ply (see Photo 1) to attach the top of my model to raise the height.
As for the top, there were 3 options:
1.
Leave the transom as flat as shown in Photo 1
2.
Have the transom very slightly curved as in Photo 2
3.
Follow Richard Keyes’ example and make the top of the transom significantly curved.
For my build I decided to take the Photo 2 & 3a option with the slightly curved transom
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MISSING A SHIP’S SMALL BOAT?

Report by Tom Wolf
Reading the January and February 2021 issues of
“Forecastle Report”, the newsletter of our friends from the
Midwest Model Shiprights (USA) about building a kit supplied small boat, we were reminded how often we find that
the kit for the model ship we are working on (or finished)
was missing something until it occurs to us that the kit did
not supply or even mention a ship’s small boat for the stern
or side davits or to be stored midships.
If you have found this to be the case, there is a 1:72 ship’s
boat kit by Mamoli available, and there are many other
small boat kits (or plans) available.
One would think that building one of
these small craft from a kit would be
easy, but that isn’t necessarily the
case, at least not with this boat kit.
The hull was composed of seven laser-cut layers that included the cap
rail, a keel and a rudder.
Dan Pacholski is a Midwest member who was building this kit boat for his model of HMS
Hunter. He pointed out that the instructions were questionable at best, since the first step suggested painting the pieces prior to the extensive shaping that would be required!
As the first four layers were glued together, the instructions suggested that the interior should
be hollowed out first.
Again, Dan questioned the kit designer’s wisdom. He felt that shaping the outside of the hull
first made more sense.
Forming the outside of the hull wasn’t especially
difficult, but the lack of at least a few lines on the
body plan left Dan wondering how accurate his
little model would be. Therefore, he deviated by
not gluing the fifth layer next, and opted to install
the keel, ribs and floorboards first. Only then, did
Dan add step 5.
This brought Dan to step six, which contained the thwarts. Prior to installing this
piece, he added some grating under the
seats at the bow and stern, and stained the
interior. The grating definitely adds a nice
touch. The final layers and some details
were then added. These included oar locks
and the rudder.
After the bottom of the hull was painted white, davits and tackles were fitted to the Hunter, and
the boat was attached.
Model shipbuilding is a hobby where everyone can express themselves as to the way that their
model will look like when finished, and model ships do not have to be exact replicas of the
original ships to have the desired effect.
Obviously, no seagoing ship existed without a small boat (or indeed many and varied small
boats), stored either midships or slung over the sides or over the back. Indeed many of our famous explorers died trying to retrieve a ship’s boat that had been “stolen” by Pacific Island natives who for cultural reasons didn’t understand that they were not allowed to take the boats.
In many instances this little additional feature of adding a ship’s small boat will make your
model look a more realistic replica and greatly enhance your model and make it stand aside
from similar models built by others.
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MY BELLONA BUILD

Report by David Lendrum
My latest build, HMS Bellona, has progressed to the point where it might be worth
sharing with the membership.
Bellona was a 74 gun ship of the line of a type
which formed the backbone of the British battle fleet from introduction during the Seven Years War (1755-63) until after
the Napoleonic Wars ended in 1815. More than 200 served
with the Royal Navy.
The Bellona was one of the earliest of these ships and was
also one of the longest lived, as she served from 1760 until
1814.
My decision to attempt the build of a 74 was motivated by the
comparative complexity of the hull which is quite three dimensional in having clearly defined decks with separate quarterdeck, forecastle and poop. The stern is also interesting as it
features a row of typical stern windows but with an open gallery off the great cabin with quite a complex balustrade. The stern also features quire elaborate
carvings which will be a challenge.
As a scratch build, pre-construction research was
required to collect enough information. The
“Anatomy of the Ship, The 74-gun ship Bellona”
book by Brian Lavery was acquired both in hard
copy and as a pdf to enable drawings to be extracted and manipulated to form the construction
documents.

The internet was scoured to find as many drawings and photographs as possible.

The hull skeleton has been made with 6mm
marine ply shaped with my trusty Scheppach
scroll saw, a most useful tool.

As with my “HMS Surprise build” the decks are
removeable to enable hull exterior and interior
fitout to progress concurrently.
cont. p. 17
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cont. from p. 16

I have completed the first hull planking which will be
shaped before the gun ports are cut out and the final mahogany plank veneer applied.

As a distraction from hull construction, I have been
building gun carriages for the 32, 18 and 12 pdr long
guns. A sheet of 2mm 7 ply has come in very useful
for this and the scroll saw is accurate enough to cut
the fine steps in the carriage sides.
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DUNBAR LIFEBOATS

Report by Tom Wolf
At a recent Endeavour Group meeting, our member Stan Brown raised the issue of
the number of lifeboats on “Dunbar”, a clipper
that was smashed to smithereens on the cliffs
of South Head, Sydney in 1857 with the loss of all lives
but for one.
Despite my searches, I could not find a
photo of Dunbar in
1857 that would assist in this research,
so I had to rely on
sketches and paintings, as well as
plans that may be
available for contemporaneous ships of the same burthen.
A painting made in 1920 (the artist can’t be identified,
nor what material or information he based the painting
on, shows the Dunbar with 4 lifeboats, one on each side
at the back.
Another painting (date not known) shows Dunbar with
just 1 lifeboat on each side at the back
And finally, a sketch of Dunbar from the Queensland
State Library may be showing the ship with 6 lifeboats.
Take into account that you can’t see the transom of any of the paintings or sketches, there is a
possibility that there is a small boat slung from the stern as well, as that was common.
The Dunbar was commonly described as a Blackwall frigate, the name for a type of three
masted full-rigged ship built between the late 1830’s and the mid-1870’s.They were originally
intended as replacements for the British East Indiaman in the trade between England, the
Cape of Good Hope, India and China, but from the 1850s were also employed in the trade between England, Australia and New Zealand.
Blackwall frigates were fast sailing ships, although not
as fast as the clipper ships that appeared in the late
1840’s. Another feature of early Blackwall frigates was a
highly rounded hull at the bow above the waterline, such
ships being referred to as "apple-cheeked". The first two
Blackwall frigates, the 871-ton “Seringapatam” (right)
and 951-ton “Madagascar” launched in 1837. Over 120
Blackwall frigates were built by British and Indian yards
before the last, the 1857-ton iron ship “Melbourne”.
A well-known example of later Blackwall frigates was the “True Briton” of 1046 tons built in
1861. The True Briton made frequent voyages to Australia and New Zealand carrying passengers, convicts and cargo.
Stan Brown was able to obtain the plans of True Briton,
a contemporary ship of similar
dimensions and tare, in fact
Harold Underhill prepared the
plans.. That plan shows that
the vessel had 5 lifeboats
spread across the aft section,
1 across the stern and 2 each
on the sides.
cont. p. 19
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The photo on the left is of the part-built
“True Briton” and the photo below is of a
Blackwall Frigate exhibited in the National
Maritime Museum, Greenwich

The photo below is 'True Briton'
moored at Gravesend, U.K. in
1860, and she has only 1 lifeboat
on the port side, presumable only 1
of the starboard.

By the 1860s the main difference between Blackwall frigates and clippers
was the stern gallery (which "true clippers" never had, though many "semiclippers" did) and the residual "tumble
-home" or hull curvature such that the
hull was narrower at deck level than at
the waterline) which was greater in a
Blackwall frigate than in a clipper or
semi clipper.

The plans for the Blackwall frigate “La Hogue” will
be the last one I will research. It shows 1 lifeboat
at the portside rear of the vessel, presumably there
is on each side and the transom is hidden from
view (although there may be another lifeboat
stowed on a deck house) .
Both types became superseded as passenger carrying vessels by steamships during the 1870s and
later sailing ships of the type colloquially called
windjammers were built for cargo carrying only.
BUT! That is not the end of the story. There are
many models made of “True Briton” and other
Blackwall frigates. AND IT WOULD APPEAR
THAT THEY DO NOT HAVE LIFEBOATS!!
The research remains inconclusive, there may have been anywhere between 2 and 7 lifeboats on Dunbar and nobody could criticise the modeller who built his model using
modelmaker’s license to do as they please, but following the plans of “True Briton” may
be the safest option (particularly as they were prepared by Harold Underhill).
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Over the years we have developed a friendship with some overseas readers, one
of these readers is Nikolaos Kouzinis of Thessaloniki, Greece. Nikos has contributed the Chatterbox in the past and we now welcome another contribution
from him. When reading this article, we ask our readers to give consideration to
the fact that Nikos is working without the benefit of a local Club and his sources
of parts, bits and pieces is more limited. We thank Nikos for his contribution.

SCRATCH BUILDING A MODEL

The construction of a scratch model starts from the decision to create something different or to
add to a common commercial model enhancing it with something more.
I will only refer to the case where someone decides to build a model from scratch. Usually
building a ship is more feasible (though more time consuming than building an airplane). Not
that it cannot be done, but in the case of aircraft there are some parameters, especially in the
smaller sizes and scales where you need a lot of experience and tools to create something realistic.
I will refer to the construction of ships and submarines, but before that I will refer to the general
idea of building a scratch model.
From personal experience my first construction started from the challenge to see if I can create
something from scratch. The demands were:
•
Why build it?
•
The plan and the scale
•
The tools
•
The materials and their origin for the rigging
•
Cost and time
My answer is that at some point in a modeler’s modelling career, he may see some things on
the internet made by very experienced people of the genre, and decides to try it too. This is the
first stimulus. Usually having something in your mind that you like but you do not find it in the
commercially, or at the wrong scale, or if you find the cost to be prohibitive, then the thought
enters your mi to make it from scratch.
The second stimulus as experienced by myself
is the challenge. “Why can't I do it? I will give it
a try whatever happens …”

I personally started with two submarines. A
GATO-GUPPY and an S-214.
I found the designs on the internet and first
chose the size to be about 1 meter. I was not interested in the scale in the first phase but then
I adjusted all the rest on the initial selection. Besides, any enlargement or reduction of the design gives dimensions proportional to all surfaces.
Here I would like to note that our mind needs to work three-dimensionally on the construction,
because we have to process three dimensions at the same time both in design and construction. The study of the design usually helps in this, as the will brain adapt to the whole picture.
The choice of materials in terms of ease of processing was another problem. They should be
easy to process without the need for special tools or that would take up too much space.
cont. p. 21
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My thinking was to use the simple basic tools of a modeller. That is, cutter; ruler; sandpaper of
various kinds; quick-setting adhesives (I will make mention about adhesives later); brushes;
varnishes and paints; and a saw. These were the basics for me.
Now for bigger initial cuts, especially of wood, I went to a carpenter and he cut my wood with a
scroll saw based on the design and outline I had drawn on it with a common marker, and at
the same time he made it smooth.
I told him to cut everything 2mm larger so that when it was sanded back it came to be the right
dimension. That is, I left room to have the opportunity to sand the wood to precision. My
choice to make a submarine was based on the fact that for a beginner it would be easy to
build since the tubular shape of the submarine does not have much problem to be formed
(compared to a sailboat that a beginner will have difficulty due to the complex design).
Of course, an experienced modeller can build a complex sailing model from scratch because
he knows his construction principles from experience, he just needs his designs.
The wood I chose was balsa because it is very easy to work with. The lengths of the wood I
used were 1m x 0.1m x 0.01m. I placed 8 boards in succession (so many were needed for the
width of the submarine according to the plan I was using).
Here I refer to the glues I used (as I said above). I used a large amount of cyanoacrylate glue
(ie superglue) to glue the boards. Two factors must be considered. This glue has an immediate application effect and our movements must be fast and accurate so that the wood is
placed correctly. It has the advantage of not warping the wood but it needs attention because
for a few seconds with the contact with the wood it raises temperatures and evaporates making the eyes weep and the breathing of the vapours is unpleasant. It needs great care when
used and must be used in open space. Common wood glue has a water base and tends to
warp the balsa, so I personally prefer not use it.
Next step was how to dress the submarine (deck, periscopes, antennas etc). I used things I
could find such as plastic sprue, toothpicks, parts of old mobile phones for the bindings, plastic sheet for various canopies, covers and for the deck! For flags, the metallic cover on top of
wine bottle corks were used because they are flexible and relatively easy to paint.
I wanted the cost to be limited so the whole construction cost me about 50 euros. Now if
someone has more money then, they can buy special kits for more convenience.
It has to be said that in terms of time taken for the build, it is true that all modelling constructions are very time consuming.
I had never had much experience working with
wood before. I discovered that if you understand the design well, it creates a “dialogue”
with your woodworking. This is especially true
when sanding, the wood seems to tell you exactly how much and whether it wants to be
sanded or not. And this is something fascinating.
After the submarines I started to build a Fletcher
class destroyer of the Greek Navy. I have not
finished it yet it is a scale of about 1/250. As
soon as I finish it, I will send the photos and I
will write to you about the stages of their construction.
Remember that what matters is not the model itself but the "journey" and that absolute imitation is also the highest form of flattery.
Ed. This article is reprinted as submitted by Nikos (except some grammatical editing), and we
are grateful for his contribution to our newsletter. Not as criticism, but more as commentary,
your Editor (this is a personal view) advises against use of Superglue except in the most unusual case. Ordinary white glue is more advisable with proper clamping to overcome the issues
raised by Nikos. Also, in Australian conditions of high humidity, balsa is not a preferred building material as it changes shape with humidity and the model will change shape almost daily.
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SCREW PROPELLERS

Report by Tom Wolf
Although there was much experimentation with screw propulsion until the 1830s,
few of these inventions were pursued to the testing stage, and those that were,
proved unsatisfactory for one reason or another.
In 1835, two inventors in Britain, John Ericsson and Francis Pettit Smith, began
working separately on the problem. Smith was first to take out a screw propeller patent on 31
May, while Ericsson, a gifted Swedish engineer then working in Britain, filed his patent six weeks
later.
Smith quickly built a small model boat to test his invention, which was demonstrated first on a
pond at his Hendon farm, and later at the Royal Adelaide Gallery of Practical Science in London,
where it was seen by the Secretary of the Navy, Sir William Barrow.
Having secured the patronage of a London banker named Wright, Smith then built a 30-foot
(9.1 m), 6-horsepower (4.5 kW) canal boat of six tons burthen called Francis Smith, which was
fitted with a wooden propeller of his own design and demonstrated on the Paddington Canal
from November 1836 to September 1837.
By a fortuitous accident, the wooden propeller of two turns was damaged during a voyage in
February 1837, and to Smith's surprise the broken propeller, which now consisted of only a single turn, doubled the boat's previous speed, from about four miles an hour to eight. Smith would
subsequently file a revised patent in keeping with this accidental discovery.
In the meantime, Ericsson built a 45-foot (14 m) screw-propelled steamboat, Francis B.Ogden in
1837, and demonstrated his boat on the River Thames to senior members of the British Admiralty, including Surveyor of the Navy Sir William Symonds. In spite of the boat achieving a speed of
10 mph, comparable with that of existing paddle steamers, Symonds and his entourage were unimpressed.
The Admiralty maintained the view that screw propulsion would be ineffective in ocean-going service,
while Symonds himself believed that screw propelled ships could not be steered efficiently.
Following this rejection, Ericsson built a second,
larger screw-propelled boat, Robert F.Stockton, and
had her sailed in 1839 to the United States, where
he was soon to gain fame as the designer of the
U.S.
Navy's first
screw-propelled warship,
USS Princeton.
Apparently aware of the Royal Navy's view that screw propellers would prove unsuitable for seagoing service, Smith determined to prove this assumption wrong
In September 1837, he took his small vessel (now fitted with an iron propeller of a single turn) to
sea, steaming from Blackwall, London to Hythe, Kent, with stops at Ramsgate, Dover and Folkestone. On the way back to London on 25 th September, Smith's craft was observed making headway in stormy seas by officers of the Royal Navy. The Admiralty's interest in the technology was
revived, and Smith was encouraged to build a full size ship to more conclusively demonstrate the
technology's effectiveness.
SS Archimedes was built in 1838 by Henry Wimshurst of London, as the world's first steamship
to be driven by a screw propeller.
Archimedes also had a direct influence on the design of another innovative vessel, Isambard
Kingdom Brunel's SS Great Britain in 1843, then the world's largest ship and the first screw propelled steamship to cross the Atlantic Ocean in August 1845.
Archimedes had considerable influence on ship development, encouraging the adoption of screw
propulsion by the Royal Navy, in addition to her influence on commercial vessels.
HMS Alecto was an 800 ton wooden paddle-wheeler sloop launched in 1839 and typical of the
steam driven paddle-wheeler sloops owned by the Navy.
In 1840 the Archimedes, successfully completed a series of trials against fast paddle-wheelers,
so the Navy decided to conduct further tests of the technology.
cont. p.23
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These trials led to the famous tug-of-war competition in 1845 between the screw-driven
HMS Rattler and the paddle steamer HMS Alecto;
the former pulling the latter backward at 2 knots
(3.7 km/h).
HMS Rattler was a 9-gun wooden sloop of war of
the Royal Navy and the first British warship to
adopt a screw propeller powered by a steam engine. She was arguably the first such warship in
the world—the sloop USS Princeton was
launched after Rattler, but was placed in commission much sooner.
Screw propulsion had some obvious potential advantages for warships over paddle propulsion.
Firstly, paddlewheels were exposed to enemy fire
in combat, whereas a propeller and its machinery were tucked away safely well below deck.
Secondly, the space taken up by paddlewheels restricted the number of guns a warship could
carry, thus reducing its broadside.
These potential advantages were well understood by the British Admiralty, but it was not convinced that the propeller was an effective propulsion system until the results of the “tug-of-war”
were considered. A large number of propellers were also tested on Rattler during this period to
find the most effective screw design.
The original propeller of the “Rattler” is still on display outside the
Royal Navy Museum in Portsmouth, Hampshire. An added advantage of the propeller was it was less likely to be hit by enemy
fire, making it more interesting to the Navy. As the design of the
propeller improved and experiments were carried with two, three,
four and up to six blades and with use of gearing became more
efficient and the preferred method of propulsion over sail and the
paddle. The propeller together with steam proved two innovations
that complimented each other.
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ABEL TASMAN’S EXPLORATION
OF AUSTRALIA

Report by Tom Wolf
We have reported on the voyages of the Duyfken, the first known European
contact with Australia. There were in fact numerous Dutch arrivals to Australia, albeit to
our West Coast. Additionally, there were the voyages of Abel Tasman.
Abel Janszoon Tasman (1603 – 10 October 1659) was a Dutch seafarer, explorer, and merchant, best known for his voyages of 1642 and 1644
in the service of the Dutch East India Company (VOC).
By 1642 Dutch navigators had discovered discontinuous stretches of the
western coast of Australia, but whether these coasts were continental
and connected with the hypothetical southern continent of the Pacific remained unknown. Tasman was assigned to solve this problem, he was
instructed to explore the Indian Ocean from west to east, south of the ordinary trade route, and, proceeding eastward into the Pacific.
For the 1642 expedition Tasman commanded 2 ships,
called the Heemskerck and the Zeehaen, on that expedition he became the first known European explorer to reach
the island of Van Diemen's Land (now Tasmania), Fiji and
New Zealand.
On 24 November 1642, Tasman reached and sighted the
west coast of Tasmania, he named his discovery Van Diemen's Land, after the then Governor-General of the Dutch
East Indies. He then skirted the southern end of Tasmania and turned north-east. He then tried
to work his two ships up the east coast but he was blown out to sea by a storm. On December
2, two ship's boats rowed back to land, and although an attempt was made to land, because
the sea was too rough, the carpenter swam through the surf and planted the Dutch flag. Tasman then claimed formal possession of the land, on December 3, 1642.
For two more days, Tasman continued to follow the east coast northward to see how far it went, however as much as he tried to follow the
east coast, but his ships were suddenly hit by the Roaring Forties, so
he abruptly turned away to the east
and continued his continenthunting.
Tasman left Batavia on 30 January
1644 on his second voyage with
three ships (Limmen, Zeemeeuw
and the tender Braek). He followed
the south coast of New Guinea
eastwards in an attempt to find a
passage to the eastern side of Australia. However, he missed the Torres Strait between New Guinea and Australia, probably due
to the numerous reefs and islands obscuring potential routes, and continued his voyage by following the shore of the Gulf of Carpentaria westwards along the north Australian coast. He
made observations and mapped the north coast of Australia. He arrived back in Batavia in August 1644.
From the point of view of the VOC, Tasman's explorations were a disappointment: he had neither found a promising area for trade nor a useful new shipping route. Although received modestly, the company was upset to a degree that Tasman did not fully explore the lands he
found, and decided that a more "persistent explorer" should be chosen for any future expeditions. For over a century, until the era of James Cook, Tasmania and New Zealand were not
visited by Europeans. Mainland Australia was visited, but usually only by accident.
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